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ABSTRACT:

The uniform semiclassical approximation of the

elastic scattering amplitude is generalized to absorptive

systtus. On integral equation is derived which connects the

absorption modified amplitude to the absorption free one.

Division of the amplitude into a diffractive and refractive

components is then made possible.
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Th* Uniform 5e*icl assical approximation (USCR) to

quantal scattering problems has been employed extensively in

several branches of Physics'». This approximation, based on

the important work of Chester, Friedman and Ursell»»,

supplies a powerful tool to deal with caustics problems such

as encountered in rainbow scattering.

In applying these methods to problems involving

absorption, such a* the case in particle and nuclear

physics, one has to cope with the problem of strong

absorption and accordingly with diffraction. Though

treatable with the powerful complex angular momenta method

(CRMH), a more direct way, of relating the absorptive

scattering amplitude to the purely refraction scattering (no

absorption) is called for. In so doing one is then able to

clearly separate what one aiay call the diffraction component

t»f total elastic amplitude. The regaining piece contains

the (absorption) modified refraction effects. Such a

decomposition seems to be of great use in analysing recent

intermediate energy heavy-ion elastic scattering data such

as the one reported in Ref. 3).

The purpose of the present letter is to supply a

general theory of the elastic scattering amplitude,

applicable in cases where semiclassical conditions are

satisfied, which enable its calculation, given the

absorption-free amplitude. The USCM is then easily

generalized to general absorptive medium. Application to

simple cases is presented.



V» use below the notation employed by Berry**,

lhe elastic scattering amplitude f(B>.

Eq. (1> differs (ron the one used by Berry in an important

«spect. namely the partial wave amplitude, S . is allowed to

have a modulus smaller than one, as unitarity requires in

absorptive scattering.

< 1 (2)

•e now proceed and decompose fl8) into its near and far

components througly the use of the following asymptotic form

of the Legendre function

<**-'£) * W »
«»

valid for J|-» <•<*- £~*. The near f«*» and far f<«" side

components of f(9) are just obtained from the «-'«I*»''»*©

and e:'^»»''5*»e branches of the cosine function in eq. (3),

respectively.

where the factor (-1> is dropped as it contributes only at

9*0. The above equation can be Poisson-decomposed as
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For simplicity we consider th» cisa in which the

deflection function 2(d£(A)/dA) never ixcuds *•, Than th«

•»0 ter» in the abova sum approximates vary wall f*.

Introducing tha notation TsanB f*(ft)il*(*), w« hava

where wt hava extended tha lower limits of tha integrals to

-• (with |S(*>|'0 forA<0).

It is clear from Eq. (6) that I*(CU is simply

(aside from a constant) the Fourrier transform

of p£'*|S<X)lea»S«A». I-(8> is the Fourrier transform taken

as a function of (-0) of the same A -function. We now

introduce the absorption free amplitude Io(9) as being tha

Fourrier transform of x*

lr order to obtain an equation which relates l*(0)

tp l* o(9) we use • three-step procedure; we first inverse

Fourrier transform ( 6 ) , divide over 1 5 1 A H and finally

Fourrier transform back. Denoting the Fourrier

transformation of a function G(x) by F*+a)G, "• have, for the

near-side amplitude



ei
Th» operator tFA*#l I5t<l ) |-»F#^jl) is an example of

• class of operators called pseudo-differential91. Rs long

as \SiX i| is representable as a polynomial in ÍL . the

following relation holds

R similar analysis follows for the far-side amplitude, in

which the pseudo-differential operator is

— (10)

He thus find the following important relation

which formally solves to

II») = IS(ljL)|i#<e> (12)

Eq. (12) shows how diffraction comes into the picture as •

result of the application of |5(i(d/d«))| on the otherwise

purely refractive amplitude 1«(9K It seems therefore that

an appropriate name to be given to our pseudo-differential



4
operator, |S(i<d/d«í)|, is th« «diffraction operator* 0.

For convenience, we introduce the notation

|j> (13)
Tim I

II > BJlj'ilt'Xi'l X* >
Thus

s Pjf' (14)

The Matrix element <8|J3|9'> is just the Green function

corresponding to Eq. (11). It is the degree of non-locality

in 9-9' that determines how diffractive the scattering is.

In fact, as we show below, most of the diffractive effects

in 1*18) are contained in the principal part of the

0'integral,

We present now an analysis of the angle Green

function <e|D|e>*6<9-e r). Owing to the unitarity limit of

|S |, namely | 5 ^ |«1 for | >/*, where Jt» characterizes the

extvntion of the sc»H«rer, it is safer to express G(©-9')

as a Fourrier transform of Id/djl )15<A> I. This involves

explicitly extracting a pole term, (9-6'+ie)-* with the

small imaginary part used to guarantee convergence. We

obtain (this relation was originally obtained by Frahn and

Gross** in a slightly different manner)
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The Fourri«r transform FJ*-Vf/-0( <**'«*X ) IS( X > I >

the contribution of the surface. Sharp surfaces

characterized by f-lifce behaviour of (d/d X ) ISO) I •

resulting in a constant •'•tike behaviour of

* Diffused surfaces give rise to a wider

distribution in 9*-9. For the purpose of illustration we

take I5<A>| to be a Fermi function

|S(A>i*lexpl A«-à"*> *U-* • ) • A here Measures the extent of

the surface region in angular «amentum space.

Semictassicaly. it is approximately given by k a with a

being the dàffuseness of the density profile of the

scatterer.

Sflftl a

Thus, vmry diffused systems Í >>0) are characterized by a

small non-locality in 5(0-9*), since one has

even for 8' very close to 9. The degree of non-locality in

9 and accordingly the degree of diffraction is measured by

(1/»a%). The above situation represents a case of weak



diffraction (the largeness of A forcas 6 to ba doninatad by

its on-shell part).

The other ex t r««e ,£-*>() gives

2M £+0

namaly "infinita" non-locality.

Fro« th« abova discussion it would stem natural to

identify the on-shell and off-shell (principal part)

contributions to &(•*-•) with what we «ay call, refractive

and diffractive propagation, respectively. Namely

(20)

' £, t«* c r Â— dC©*#r) r ., .1 -S— ia»«̂ /i i (21)

22)

We now use the following identity

P -±- S A (23)

to rewrite Eq. (22) as

air



where we hivi used Eq. (17). When inserting G.** in I, and

integrating by parts, we obtain

J
i <aV\ <2S)

Th* second tern, containning the singular J

contributes to the refractive I while the first term is

identified with the diffractive piece, since

&»}•'-•! <d'd«')F(A(»'-«)) is not singular (Jflx(d/dx)F< x )-90} ,

and therefore the non-locality of the integrand (in •-••) is

predominant. Thus we have finally for lM(0) and lo(0)

(26)

= - -L f a»' J^ it-»i •*-,

(27)



to

Th* expression we have obtained for l*(6), Eo. (26J contains

the on-shell piece of 1(6). namely one half the absorption-

free 1P(9) plus a correction arising from absorption. This

correction depends on the absorption profile function F(

(e*-«), and the first derivation of I»(»') (in the

integrant.'?. The diffrective component I»(9> contains Io(9')

inside the integrand Multiplied by the non-singular

function

jt^|9l-9|(d/df')F (Aie'-e)), f) reasonable approximation would

b« to take jftofO'-9|<4'd9')F(*M9'•»)) outside the integrand

and set 9'*9<t with •» being the stationary point angle

obtained from the condition (d/d©')(«• ̂ H 4^'•Io<•'>)«0»

Equations (26) and (27), are the principal results

of this paper. Given IotS'), the absorption modified

amplitude immediately follows. In particular the

modification of the well-known uniform semiclassical

approximation to I«(9), which is normally used to deal with

cases involving rainbow scattering, is now clear. 1(6)

would then involve absorption modified Piry function and its

first derivative4*. through Eqs. (15) and (16) or, if the

situation requires, Eqs. (26) and (27). Further

developments and applications of our theory if in progress*!.
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